Jeans – Glossary
associate verb [transitive]
to form a connection in your mind between
different people or things

naval adjective [only before noun]
relating to or belonging to a country’s navy (the
part of a country’s military that can fight at sea)

average adjective
like most others of the same type
The average child spends around ten hours a
week watching television.

pair noun [countable]
a single unit made up of two similar parts joined
together
My glasses are getting old and I probably need
a new pair.

casual adjective
casual clothes are comfortable, and appropriate
for wearing in informal situations
cotton noun [uncountable]
cloth made from the white fibers of a plant
called a cotton plant
cowboy noun [countable]
a man whose job is to take care of cows on a
ranch in the US
dye noun [countable/uncountable]
a substance used for changing the color of
something such as clothing or your hair

prisoner noun [countable]
someone who is in prison as punishment for a
crime
Federal marshals will escort the prisoners to
the scene of the crime.
rebellious adjective
opposing authority or accepted ways of doing
things
sailor noun [countable]
someone who works on a boat or ship

estimate noun [countable]
an amount that you guess or calculate using the
information available

sand noun [uncountable]
a loose pale brown substance that you find at a
beach or in the desert, formed from very small
pieces of rock
The children were playing in the sand.

have something on phrasal verb [transitive,
never progressive]
to be wearing particular clothes, shoes, etc.
Melissa had her new dress on.

uniform noun [countable/uncountable]
a set of clothes that you wear to show that you
are part of a particular organization or school
He was still wearing his school uniform.

hole noun [countable]
a space in the surface of something that goes
partly or completely through it
All my socks have holes in them.

West, the noun [uncountable]
the part of the world that includes Europe and
North America
The West’s response was likely to be decided on
Saturday.

leisure noun [uncountable]
activities that are relaxing or fun
In the early days of this country, many people
had wealth and leisure because of slave labor.
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